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Despite the “Porter and Jick” letter of 1980 proclaiming the low risk of addiction in hospitalized patients receiving 
opioids, we have seen a significant increase in deaths associated with opioids. Early on, these deaths appeared to be 
linked with prescription opioids. For the past few years, prescription opioid deaths appear to have decreased however 
they have been replaced first with heroin-associated deaths and now other synthetic opioids such as fentanyl. As one 
would unfortunately expect, patients with opioid-use disorder (OUD) have a significantly increased risk of overdose and 
death than the general population. They are also at higher risk of HIV and other infectious diseases.   
 
The treatment of OUD is complex. Although controversial, one aspect of a multi-faceted approach is medication-assisted 
treatment. The agonists methadone and buprenorphine and antagonist naltrexone have shown increasing promise in 
the treatment of OUD with data suggesting decreased mortality, reduced risk of HIV transmission, and improved 
physical and mental health.  
 
Patients with OUD often present to the ED in withdrawal or other health issues associated with OUD such as abscess. 
Historically, treatment of opioid withdrawal in the ED has been very frustrating. Resources are limited and although 
miserable, patients in opioid withdrawal rarely require significant medical intervention or admission. Aside from 
symptom-control medications with variable data to support their use, they usually leave feeling poorly without any 
motivation for abstaining. It is unsatisfying for patients, their support system, and the ED provider. 
 
The ED is a logical place to consider initiation of treatment of OUD. These patients often don’t have primary care, they 
are high risk for disease, and not infrequently use the ED as their principal source of treatment. While there have been 
questions of the practicality of initiation of buprenorphine from the ED, a 2015 study by D’Onofrio reported that opioid-
dependent patients had significantly increased engagement in addiction treatment, reduced self-reported illicit opioid 
use, and decreased use of inpatient addiction treatment 30 days after buprenorphine induction from the ED. While not a 
perfect study, it showed hopeful results and began the movement towards buprenorphine induction from the ED.  
 
There are certainly barriers to a successful program. There still remains a significant stigma to opioid use disorder and 
this perception can limit access. There needs to be out-patient rapid intake for follow-up so there are no gaps in 
treatment and that involves partnering with community resources. There needs to be institutional “buy in” as this can 
utilize already limited hospital resources. All of these can be overcome. 
 
There are different workflows for the initiation of buprenorphine from the ED. When a patient in withdrawal presents, 
the initial steps involve the screening of these patients for appropriateness for ED initiation of buprenorphine. Once 
deemed a good candidate, they are given buprenorphine or buprenorphine-naloxone to attenuate the withdrawal to a 
COWS < 8. If achieved, the patient is either given a small “bridge” prescription until they can get rapid intake or are 
brought back to the ED for up to 72 hours to allow for the dispensing of buprenorphine until they can be seen.  
 
However, it is decided to operationalize, the induction of buprenorphine from the ED can be accomplished even with all 
the moving parts. While not a perfect fix nor backed up with troves of data, it is the first time we may be able to offer a 
viable treatment option for those who present in withdrawal or impending withdrawal. Hopefully, future studies will 
either support its continued use or offer other treatment options. As with all chronic diseases, the onus is on the patient 
to continue care however as a friend and mentor said of being able to offer patients with OUD an active pathway to 
treatment, “Best thing I’ve done in 10 years.” 
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